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Agencies serve an important role in the travel ecosystem: 
connecting travelers to the best travel services to meet their needs. 
They serve as allies in finding the exact itineraries to suit the client’s 
needs for business and leisure trips. By sitting in between travelers 
and travel providers, however, travel agencies are particularly at risk 
for costly and time-consuming debit memos, which are generated 
when there are problems with airline transactions.

In recent years, although the number of Agency Debit Memos 
(ADMs) has slightly decreased, the overall payout by travel 
agencies has continued to increase, causing a pain point for many 
travel agencies. In 2015, there were over $650 million dollars (USD) 
of ADMs globally. 

By working close to travel agencies to tackle this issue, both the 
Sabre Global Consulting and Global Operations teams have gained 
valuable information through the years. This paper addresses the 
most pressing questions travel agencies have surrounding debit 
memos, including: 

• Where do debit memos come from?

• What are the main causes of debit memos?

• What are some tips for avoiding debit memos?

This paper explains the organizations and processes that surround 
them, top ADM drivers and provides best practices from our 
experienced consultants and analysts.
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1.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



ADMs are a hot topic in the travel industry today. This issue affects 
all agencies and yet there is still confusion around what causes 
them and how to reduce them. As a leading travel technology 
provider, Sabre is in a unique position to help agencies address the 
big picture and understand how they are performing alongside their 
peers. This understanding will help agencies reduce their exposure 
to ADMs and save valuable time and money. 

The Billing and Settlement Plan (BSP) within International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) and the Airline Reporting Corporation 
(ARC) are the two governing bodies that work with agencies and 
airlines to settle financial ticket transactions. IATA’s first BSP was 
launched in 1971, and ARC was established in 1984. In 2013, 
in an effort to improve the efficiency of the ADM process, ARC 
formed the Debit Memo Working Group (DMWG). This task force, 
comprised of representatives from across the travel industry, 
includes: travel professionals, carriers and GDS/Industry partners. 

Beyond improving efficiency, the DMWG also aims to reduce the 
volume of invalid debit memos and address key issues resulting in 
the most frustrations and complexity around debit memos. Sabre 
has been an active member since the group was formed.

According to a recent study from IATA, about 80 percent of total 
ADMs are driven by approximately 20 percent of countries. Further 
consolidated are the airlines, where 80 percent of total ADMs are 
issued by only 15 percent of the airlines. Larger opportunities for 
improvement exist for those countries that are most affected and 
drive the bulk of the volume and dollar amount. Most importantly, 
this distribution indicates that targeted airline initiatives will 
dramatically reduce the majority of global ADMs.
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2. BRIEF HISTORY AND CURRENT STATE



The ADM problem has gotten steadily worse over the past five 
years. In 2010, the average amount of a single ADM was $218;  
in 2015 that number increased by 33 percent to $291.

Interestingly, the majority (60 percent) of ADMs are for amounts 
less than $25. This means that sometimes the service fee paid to 
dispute the ADM is more expensive than the ADM itself. Perhaps 
because many memos are for small amounts, only about one-third 
of ADMs are disputed and only about half of those are accepted by 
ARC and IATA. 

ONLINE TRAVEL AGENCIES (OTAs) tend to be highly automated, 
which reduces most of the human errors behind ADMs. However, 
they face large amounts of fraud and, consequently receive a high 
amount of credit card chargeback ADMs. In an effort to reduce their 
exposure to chargebacks, some OTAs are introducing more rigorous 
credit checks prior to ticketing. Agencies use different quality 
assurance processes depending on the location of operation and 
the ticketing airline but checks may include: integrated third-party 
fraud checks, manual credit checks and different algorithms based 
on time or purchase and date of travel. Depending on specific ADM 
root cause analysis, the agency may decide to act as the merchant 
of the transaction. This practice allows them to address potential 
chargebacks directly with the traveler, which eliminates the ADM fee 
and processing time.
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SIZING THE PROBLEM

ONLINE

$0.45$0.35

CORPORATE

$0.84

LEISURE

$0.87

CONSOLIDATOR

ADM RATE BY AGENCY BUSINESS SEGMENT
ADM payout per ticket (USD)

*Based on 2013-2015 Sabre Global Consulting engagement data across multiple regions and 
all major GDSs



CONSOLIDATORS are different because they have to take on the 
liability of their sub-agents. Consolidators ticket the itinerary, but 
they do not own the traveler relationship, making it cumbersome 
to deal with the management of flight schedule changes. Schedule 
changes often generate cancelled (HX), segments which may result 
in an ADM if the agency does not action them within the allotted 
time. This situation is not exclusive to consolidators; however, 
consolidators get the most impact because they have to manage 
them. Consolidators also receive ADMs for churning performed by 
sub-agents. As a safeguard against churning ADM expenses, some 
consolidators require their independent agents to pay for these 
ADMs. Others are more proactive; one European consolidator had 
great success building capabilities into their point-of-sale system to 
warn sub-agents about churning. 

CORPORATE AGENCIES are least exposed to ADMs due to the 
types of fares they regularly book, client familiarity, tighter controls 
and higher process standardization.

LEISURE AGENCIES, unlike OTAs, have less exposure to chargeback 
ADMs since payment transactions are often conducted in person. 
However, their ADM payout per ticket rate is almost as high as their 

online counterparts. This may be attributed to the fact that leisure 
agencies require more flexibility in their day-to-day operations. 
Flexibility attracts independent consultants who are not bound to 
a process, which in turn results in a significant amount of ADMs 
related to booking practices. There is also a large volume of small-
size leisure agencies that typically conduct their work in a manual 
fashion.
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SIZING THE PROBLEM



It is clear that ADMs pose a significant problem that affects 
agencies all over the world regardless of their size or segment. 
Shown in the graph below, according to ARC from 2010 to 2013, 
both ADM dollar amount and volume increased. But since 2013 
(when DMWG was formed), ADM volume has decreased. To be 
exact, ARC experienced an 11.8 percent decrease in ADM volume 
from 2013 to 2014 and an additional 2.5 percent decrease from 
2014 to 2015. The decrease is largely attributed to a drop in 
commission-related ADMs. 

Despite the recent decrease in volume, ARC has seen the total 
ADM dollar amount continue to grow. From 2013 to 2014, 
ADM dollar amount increased by 8 percent primarily because 
chargeback ADMs increased. The growth of chargebacks is closely 
aligned with the growth of OTA bookings, which were up by 12 
percent in 2015. 

Agencies that receive many small ADMs need to focus on reducing 
ADM volume in order to decrease operational expenses. The 
agency can then spend less time managing and disputing ADMs 
and more time focused on value-added tasks.

Alternatively, agencies that suffer from high ADM payouts but 
reduce their ADMs will greatly enhance their company’s financial 
bottom line. 
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3. INDUSTRY TRENDS
ADMS ON THE DECLINE?
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In 2015, ARC led the standardization of ADM reason codes. 
The six airlines that issued the most ADMs in ARC began using 
those standard codes in late March 2016. ARC plans to apply 
these codes to additional carriers over the next two years. The 
standardized codes will also be integrated into ARC’s Memo 
Analyzer (slated for their 2017 release). Ideally, this standardization 
will accelerate ARC and BSP code alignment.

ARC’S PRIMARY ADM CATEGORIES INCLUDE:

1. Commissions

2. Credit card chargebacks

3. Fares

4. Taxes

5. Refunds

6. Exchanges

7. Fees

8. Bookings

9. Miscellaneous

Each category has multiple secondary codes that further define 
why a memo was issued. 

STANDARDIZATION OF ARC REASON CODES

“The standardization of the debit memo reason 
codes will enable participants in the debit memo 
resolution process to more clearly track and 
identify problem areas that are contributing to 
debit memos. A large percentage of the data 
today is generically labeled as “other” or “fare 
under-collected”. The new reason codes will 
give us better data to drive positive changes and 
reduce industry costs related to debit memos for 
all the parties involved.” 

DARREN PETTITT

Director, Air Pricing Operations 
Sabre Travel Network  
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4. ADMS UNDER THE MICROSCOPE

WHICH COUNTRY HAS THE MOST ISSUED ADMS? India incurs almost three times as many ADMs as the next highest country. 

TOP AFFECTED COUNTRIES

COUNTRIES WITH HIGHEST ADM VOLUME

*2015 data from IATA

Top ADM reasons vary across these countries. Taxes drive 
the majority of the ADMs in India and the United Kingdom, 
refunds are the top ADM problem in Saudi Arabia and 
commissions are Canada’s main ADM issue.

*2015 data from IATA

COUNTRIES WITH HIGHEST ADM 
VOLUME DOLLAR AMOUNT
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GLOBAL OUTLOOK
GLOBAL ADM DRIVERS ARE BROKEN DOWN BELOW.  
ARC and BSP data were merged to provide this global outlook.

FARE & TAX ADMs are a top driver of ADM volume. Taxes are one 
of the most difficult fields to handle as they vary widely per country. 
Some taxes are refundable, others are not. In some countries, 
airlines include the penalty as a tax when processing a change.

When looking into REFUNDS & EXCHANGES, ADMs are often 
caused by incorrect fare differences charged at the time of 
exchange. Another common driver is refunding the full amount 
including all taxes, when some of those taxes were non-refundable.

COMMISSION ADMs often result from taking a commission when 
it was not applicable or from taking too much commission. 
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FAST FACTS ABOUT CHARGEBACK DEBIT MEMOS:

Even though Fares & Taxes, Refund & Exchanges, Commission 
and Fee ADMs are individual reasons that generate ADMs, there 
is a larger underlying problem at work. Complex airline contracts, 
human interpretation and a manual lead can lead to ADMs.  

In many cases, it is a challenge for travel agents to correctly 
identify the right contract to use when completing a specific 
ticketing transaction.

*2015 data from IATA

*Flight manifest documents are provided by an airline to a credit card company in order to prove which passengers boarded the flight.

The Discount Economy class 
drives more chargeback ADMs 
than any other cabin class  
(59 percent).

Last minute tickets (purchased 
0-7 days before the flight) drive 
twice as many chargeback 
ADMs compared to tickets 
purchased in advance.

Visa has started to accept the 
flight manifest documents* 
in the ARC market in order to 
more effectively dispute fraud 
claims relevant to credit card 
chargebacks.



The following section is a compilation of best practices adopted by 
travel agencies that have successfully reduced ADM exposure and 
efficiently managed their ADMs. These best practices are classified 
into policy and procedures, organizational and technology. 

POLICY AND PROCEDURES
As a first line of defense, agencies should follow the best practice 
rules set forth by ARC and BSP. For instance, following IATA’s 
Resolution 890 about Credit Cards will help protect agencies from 
chargeback ADMs. ARC offers a comprehensive handbook that 
includes guidelines for agents on how to manage and avoid ADMs. 

Additionally, ARC’s Debit Memo Working Group posts news online. 
Other organizations also offer valuable resources such as the 
“ASTA’s Guide to Debit Memos” published by the American Society 
of Travel Agents. Above all, prompt processing of ADMs may 
increase an agency’s ability to dispute charges.
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5. BEST PRACTICES
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ORGANIZATIONAL
Recommended organizational best practices include targeted ADM 
tracking, training, centralization and automation. 

TARGETED ADM TRACKING is key. Tracking ADMs in a tool as 
simple as Microsoft Excel enables agencies to filter their ADMs 
by cause. Knowing the root causes of ADMs allows agencies to 
develop strategic plans that address key drivers. ADM tracking 
is most effective when it is a centralized, recurring activity that is 
focused on: 

• ADM current-state metrics such as the frequency and payout 
amount broken out by ADM reason and carrier;

• Understanding operational expenses associated with ADM 
management;

• Identification of root causes;

• Action plans that prevent and/or eliminate ADM drivers;

• Making ADM performance a part of the operational key 
performance indicators (KPIs). The average payout per ticket, 
for example, indicates the ADM health of an agency because 
it lets the agency know how much ADMs cost relative to the 
volume of tickets sold.

Each agency must consider targeted training for ADM avoidance. 
One large agency decreased ADMs substantially within a three-
year time period after implementing the Sabre consulting 
recommendations.

Training content may vary based on each agency’s top ADM 
drivers. It would also be dependent on the agency’s level of 
automation. 

TRAINING TOPICS TO CONSIDER INCLUDE:

General guidelines to prevent booking violations such as 
churning, duplicate names/bookings and proper airline inventory 
management:

• Optimal use of tools (specifically Sabre Automated Exchanges)

• Management of HX segments and other queue management 
best practices

Agencies should centralize ticketing, refund and exchange 
transactions, as well as contract storage. Centralization makes 
it easier to keep the core group up to date on frequently changing 
airline rules and products. It is also simpler to pinpoint the 
source of errors and provide extra training as needed. In order to 
effectively implement a centralized structure, the agency must 
seek out individuals who are highly skilled at performing these 
functions and begin migrating the specialized functions to them. 
Once you have these functions centralized, then automation is the 
next step.
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SABRE TECHNOLOGY

EXCHANGE

Sabre Automated 
Exchanges

Schedule Change 
Processor

COMMISSION

Quality Control and 
Ticketing

Contract 
Optimization 
Services 

CHARGEBACKS

Sabre Virtual 
Payments

BOOKING

Quality Control and 
Ticketing 

Queue Manager

FARES AND TAXES

Quality Control and 
Ticketing

Direct Fare Filing

Direct Fare Filing 
Bureau

SABRE HAS A RICH PORTFOLIO OF TECHNOLOGY THAT, WHEN OPTIMALLY IMPLEMENTED, CAN REDUCE ADMS.

As previously mentioned, the second highest ADM driver is the 
category of Refunds & Exchanges. Many agencies do not take full 
advantage of Sabre Automated Exchanges, a premium product 
that calculates the fare amount and applicable taxes and change 
fee using the airline’s Voluntary Changes (Category 31) fare rules 
and is included in the Sabre Fare Guarantee Policy. 

Even though there is a fee associated with the use of this 
premium product, the cost of using Sabre Automated Exchanges 
is definitively offset by the dramatic reduction of ADMs and 
associated fees. 
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SABRE TECHNOLOGY
In a consulting engagement, Sabre showed that it would be highly 
likely that the agency would receive eleven times less ADMs 
after implementing Sabre Automated Exchanges. Not only does 
the product save agencies money on ADMs, but it also reduces 
operational expenses. Manual exchanges take an average of 14.25 
minutes to process, but an agent that uses Sabre Automated 
Exchanges can complete the exchange in less than 2 minutes. 
Agencies can save a full work day with every 50 tickets exchanged 
using Automated Exchanges. 

Implementing Schedule Change Processor robotics also results 
in substantial cost savings. It automates approximately 75 percent 
of schedule changes received from the airlines, which helps 
agencies avoid common ADMs such as those caused by cancelled 
segments.

Quality Control and Ticketing is a mid-office solution that 
accurately calculates commissions at the time of ticketing, 
performs a series of quality checks to the reservation to ensure 
seamless ticketing and then automatically issues tickets. This 
tool is ideal for customers who want to reduce manual errors and 
optimize revenue. When commissions are calculated automatically 
and accurately up front, commission ADMs are reduced. 
Additionally, it helps increase revenue by capturing otherwise under-
collected commissions. In a recent ADM consulting engagement, 
Sabre ADM experts calculated that 90 percent commission 
automation would reduce ADM pay-outs by over 50 percent.

Another solution that addresses commission ADMs is  
Contract Optimization Services. This tool audits commissions and 
captures over 90 percent of missed or incorrect commissions and 
delivers commission insights to agencies through a Daily Missed 
Commission Alert.

Fraud drives credit card chargebacks ADMs. Virtual Cards protect 
agencies from credit card chargeback ADMs by electronically 
creating a virtual card containing encrypted details for each 
transaction. Sabre Virtual Payments is the virtual card offering. In 
the fall of 2016, virtual cards will be available within the Sabre GDS 
as a new form of payment type. This will allow for seamless use of 
virtual payment technology within the travel ecosystem.

Direct Fare Filing is a solution that creates fully automated pricing 
and ticketing fares, therefore protecting agencies from ADMs easily 
incurred from manual ticketing. For those agencies that want to 
focus their key agents to more revenue generating activities, the 
Direct Fare Filing Bureau can manage the process of creating 
those automated fares. It is particularly useful when processing 
contracts that airlines do not file for the agency. Increasing the 
amount of fares that can be priced and ticketed automatically 
certainly helps agencies avoid a variety of ADMs. Direct Fare Filing 
effectively processes contracts that airlines do not file in Airline 
Tariff Publishing Company (ATPCO). Increasing the amount of fares 
that can be priced and ticketed automatically helps agencies avoid 
a variety of ADMs.
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CONCLUSION
There may never be a secret recipe to eliminate ADMs altogether. 
However, there are proven ways to effectively reduce them. First 
and foremost, agencies must set up an adequate tracking process 
to help the operational teams understand the reasons and scope of 
the problem. Once these areas have been identified, agencies must 
study the root causes and determine the best plan of action. The 
key to reducing ADMs is to be proactive rather than reactive.

WANT HELP?
Contact your Sabre sales representative to determine if an ADM 
deep-dive engagement is right for your agency. Our experienced 
analysts will help determine which products will have the highest 
impact on lowering ADM volume and paid ADMs. In 2015, Sabre 
conducted various ADM deep-dive engagements where agencies 
were shown how to reduce the number of paid ADMs by 40-60 
percent and decrease ADM operational inefficiencies by more than 
$500,000 (USD). 

As your travel technology provider, we want to equip your agency 
with the right tools to reduce ADMs and to enable your agency to 
focus on what you do best … selling.

“Since working with the Sabre analysts, debit 
memos have seen a dramatic decrease. The 
insights provided by their analysts have 
proven to be a substantial benefit to our 
business. Commission quoting accuracy is 
now 90 percent and fare/commission quoting 
time has decreased from 15-45 minutes to a 
matter of seconds.” 

STEVE WOOSTER

Director, Services and Air Operations  
Virtuoso 



Data obtained and used with permission from the Airlines 
Reporting Corporation and IATA.

www.arccorp.com

www.iata.com

http://www.travelweekly.com/Travel-News/Travel-Agent-Issues/
ARC-publishes-reason-codes-for-debit-memos 

http://www.thebeat.travel/post/2016/05/04/IATA-Vows-To-
Tackle-Major-Frustration-Of-Agency-Debit-Memos.aspx

Phocuswright’s Online travel agencies 4Q and  
full year 2015 report

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
ASTA’s Guide to Debit Memos  
(https://www.arccorp.com/news/dmwg/ASTAguide.pdf) 

ARC’s Industry Agents Handbook  
(https://www.arccorp.com/iah/) 

Sabre Global Consulting Services and Air Pricing Operations 
authors: Gretchen Oertli, Laura Spitler, and Montserrat Zarco
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